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Construction women have been
struggling to find the right “fit” for
decades – both among their male peers
and with the construction gear they have
to wear on the job. The typical
construction gear workers need to wear
on jobsites such as hard hats, work
boots, and safety goggles, aren't always
designed with construction women in
mind. As a result, many construction
women are wearing poorly-fitting safety
gear while working, which is a major
safety hazard – and an overall
inconvenience.
Fortunately – albeit from unfortunate
circumstances – there have been
enough construction women making a
push against the ill-fitting gear,
demanding that companies make gear
that is designed specifically for women.
There have even been several
construction women that have started
their own lines as well. For any
construction women who have dealt
with this issue before, here are five
companies that are actually getting
workwear right for construction women.

Use #WICWeek2022 on
social media to share how
you are celebrating.

With few workwear options for construction women, Dovetail Workwear was created
by several industry workers who took the problem into their own hands. The company
specifically sells a variety of work pants designed to better fit construction women
and provide all the utility features necessary for safety and convenience. Their key
selling points are their field-tested fabrics and having at least 10 pockets on each pair
of pants.
Not only is SafetyGirl a retailer of multiple brands that offer reliable workwear options
for construction women, but the company has also designed their own line as well.
SafetyGirl offers everything from boots, high-visibility vests, hard-hats, and safety
glasses. And to ensure proper fit and sizing, all items from their workwear line are
specifically designed for construction women and female builders, instead of just
being repurposed pieces originally designed with men in mind.
Merrell is one of the well-known brands with international reach that knew it was time
to design better work shoes for construction women. Famous for their hiking boots,
Merrell redesigned their most popular boot to meet construction-site safety
requirements and give construction women a versatile option for footwear. Merrell
currently offers dozens of workwear options for construction women, in addition to
footwear for women in other professions as well.
While there are some retailers that offer only specific products for construction
women, See Her Work provides a thorough range of options that are typically hard to
find elsewhere. These items include pieces such as class-specific safety vests, face
shields, and under garments designed for debris protection. See Her Work has been
featured on national media platforms such as CNN, Good Morning America, and NPR
for their extensive variety of protective gear for construction women.
Around since 1989, HandCrew Gear has taken over the hand protection industry one
glove at a time. Its mission is to offer the best quality products all while offering the
best price point for its customers. Over the years, we have been able to adapt with
new trends in the industry and in 2021, it launched its very first women’s glove brand,
made by women, for women. WomenWorx has been a big success, and will soon be
in stores nationwide. It offers a wide range of gloves from leather, to all purpose and
dipped. They were created to fit women, which was the goal for this collection.
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